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ABS Ik ACT
A brief description of statistical and syntactic pattern
matching techniques is presented with in eirphasis on
statistical techniques. The characteristics cf the Telugu
script are described. A subset of lb characters* which are
both easy ana hard to recogrize* is selected for the
dictionary of s t a r1 d a r a characters. A weighted linear
difference oolynomial of features is used to recognize
Telu]u characters. The features were Fourier descriptors of
projection profiles and cross sections t a k e n in various
directions. Algorithms for obtaining the projection
orofiles cross sections and adaptive learning iTethod are
presented. The system was trained and tested with a set of
8 nana-written samples of each of 16 different Telugu
characters. More than 90% of the 123 samples were correctly
recognized by the system. Results of numerous trials
examining the different features and classification
techniques are discussed.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW
1.1 Introcuct ion To Pattern Recognition.
The problem of pattern recognition has received the
attention of many researchers for the past 25 years. The
approaches taken to solve the prooleir of pattern recogr ition
fall into three general categories: (1) template matching,
(2) the classi f icatory approacn ana (3) the syntactic or
structural approach.
In the template matching method, an unknown pattern is
compared with the template of each pattern classes and the
classification is cased on preselected matching criteria.
In tne cl assi f icatory approach a set of characteristic
measurements, called 'features', is extracted from the
patterns, and the feature set is treated as a point in a
multidimensional space. The recognition of each pattern is
usually made by partitioning the feature space into
subspaces, each sufcspace corresponcing to a pattern class.
This partitioning* made by decision functions* m j :j h t he
effected cn tne basis cf statistical or non-statistical
considerations. This approach has oeen successfully usaC on
troblems like character recognition, medical diagnosis, crop
classification etc. The most important aspect of this niodel
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is the a priori selection of an optimum feature set and
decision functions. This can be a difficult task even for a
siitple pattern set. For large and complex sets like Chinese
idiographs and Telugu characters, it is not apparent how
this selection should be made.
In the syntactic approach, the central aim is to
generate the description of a given input in terms of its
subparts called primitives'. Pattern primitives are
selected a priori and tneir relations in the patterns are
descrioed by a grammar. The recognition process is
accomplished ty parsing the sentences cescribing the given
input patterns. Some of the problems associated with this
approach are: the selection of primitives is sirrilar in
nature to feature selection; the selection of a suitable
shape analyzer to recognize primitives is no easy task; and
the selection of a suitable grammar to describe the patterns
is difficult.
The key to pattern recognition does not lie wholly in
statistical approaches, heuristic prograrnr i ng , or irore
formal linguistic approaches alone. A good pattern
recognition system uses statistical, sturctural and
heuristic tools at various stages of processing of the
patterns, with e^ch tool being applied dt the stage to which
it seems oest suitea K a n 72J.
1.2 About T e I e u g u Characters.
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Telugu is one of the notional languages of Inoia,
spoken by about oC million people in the state of Anchra
Pradesh. The language h a _ a beautiful cursive script with
well over 2000 characters. Telugu is a highly phonetic
language with each character representing a syllable.
The Telugu alphacet consists of 16 vowels and 36
consonants, c onsonan t- vowe I combinations (C-V letters) and
conjunct consonants. A vowel following a consonant takes on
a _ i f f e r e r. t graphic form called a 'vowel sign', hence, the
vowels and consonants combine togetner to forir 5 76 different
C-V letters. The C-V letters ire for mad by addirg vowel
_ic,ns to consonants at appropriate t I a c e s . The C-V letters
ano consonants are come i red in many ways to procuce
thousands of different characters. Figure 1.1 shGws an
extract from a Telugu cook whicn illustrates some of the
commonly used styles and fonts.
The Telugu characters are not cf uniform dimensions.
However, they can oe conceived as different combinations of
special symbols, called primitives. The telugu typewriter
keyboard was designed under similar assumptions.
1.3 Objective.
Tne objective of this thesis was to investigate
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Two different methods of extracting features were used,
nairely: fourier descriptors of vertical, horizontal, left
and right diagonal projection profiles, and fourier
descriptors of row and column cross-sections.
Adaptive learning methods were used to train the system
with different samples to adjust the weights of features
according to recognition or uisrecogn ition.
Very encouraging results ( more than 90% recognition
rate) were obtained by using features extracted from a
combination of projection profiles in several directions and
cress-sections in vertical and horizontal directions.
Aaaptive learning method improved the performance of
recognition by about 20%.
chapter 2 provices the general background in various
techniques of pattern recognition and chapter 3 describes in
detail the relevant theories and algorithms used in this
study. Chapter 4 describes the implementation methods and
test procedures. Chapter 5 contains a discussion of the
results. Conclusions and suggestions for further research
are discussed in chapter 6.
c n a p r _
T F t 0 Z T I C A L AND CC'nCEPTUal a A C K c R C U N D
The techniques use a to solve pattern recognition
problems can be grouped into three general approaches;
namely, template matching, the statistical (or cecision
theoritic) a p p roach and the syntactic (or structural)
approach. Fi lure 2.1 shows th? ty^icjl statistical pattern
recognition system which consists of a feature extractor and
pattern classifier u s i n i the- feature measurements from the
input bittern. The syntactic pattern recognition system, as
shown in Figure 2.2, consists of pattern preprocessing,
primitive selection and syntax ar a lysis. Tnjs chapter
prolines an overview of these it e t h o a s in ,_ a t t a r n
recognition.
Tne first step in any pattern recognition problem is to
select discriminatory features representing the pattern and
to extract (measure) these features. For example, the most
important features of nan awritten characters are the
direction of the strokes, the arrangement cf strokes anc the
interrelation oetween the strokes. Tnpse features, in
general" ifi a y not Dc e a s i I y rre.isuracle. Usually, j
>-
i r a r y
i.-na^e of the pattern can oe easily obtained and then is
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The features can di classifiac into tnree categories:
(1) physical features, e.g., color (2) structural features,
e.g., ahape, structure and other geometrical properties and
(3) mathenat i ca I features, (e.c., statistical means,
correlation coefficients, eigen values and eigen vectors of
covariance matrices, ana otner invariant properties). It is
generally difficult for a machine tc imitate the sensory
capability of physical features. Syntactic or structural
pattern recognition methods hs^e been developed to analyze
structural features. The oecision theoritic or
cla^sif icatory approach is generally used for p Hterrs where
features are extracted using mathematical methods.
2.1 Template Matching
An irtutive approach to pattern recognition is
"template-matching"
[Ros 76], [Hen b4J. In this case, a set
of templates or prototypes, one for each pattern class, is
selected. An unknown input pattern is compared with the
template of each classes and the classification is baser on
preselected matching or similarity criteria. In otner
words, if the input pattern matches the template of the ith
pattern class better than it match as any ether templates,
then the input is classified as a menoer of the ith pattern
class. This apnroach has been _ s e 1 for s:me existinj
or
inteu-character recognizers and bark-check readers.
TELUGU CHA^ACTEi- KE'L c-M T I '
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Tne following are standard measures of the decree of
match between a picture f(x,y> ana a template T whose gray
I evel at ( x,y ) is t ( x ,y ) :
max of J f (x,y)-t( x,y ) i , x ana y in T (2.1)
ft J





( _. . 3 )
These measures are all zero for a perfect match, and
hr\\ e high values for poor matches. They differ, however, in
the types of errors to which they are sensitive. For
example, if f(x,y)=t(x,y) exceot at few points, where !f(x,Y
- t { x , y ) ; is larje, measure 2.1 will show a large mismatch,
whereas measures 2.2 ana 2.3 will show negligible
mismatches. On the other hand, if ! f ( x , y ) -t ( x , y ) ! is
everywhere non-zero out small, e.g., f(x,y) = t(x,y) + e,
then measure 2.1 yields a small mismatch, e, wnile measures
I. I and 2.2 yield large mismatches e!T! and e2!T!
respectively where i T i is the area of the template T.
Another form of measure 2.4 is the correlation




The value of this function is always between C and 1, with
value 1 being achieved only if f(x,y)-ct(x,>) where c is a
positive constant.
L o G U C H - R A <_ T i- -'.ELL G N I T I 0 i h a c a v
The disadvantages of the template matching approach
include the difficulty in selecting a good template for each
pattern class and in defining a proper matching criterion.
The difficulty is especially remarkatle wher large
variations ana distortions are expected in all the patterns




proposed Xj y [wid 74J and [Che 7 5], in an attempt to
accommodate hr,u variations in oattern samples. Also, the
process of matching a template against a picture in all
possible positions is computationally costly. Some methods
of reducing tne cost of terns! at- tr.itchinj Can oe found in
Zar 72 1 a no [Nag 72 1.
1.2 Statistical Methods In Pattern Recognition
In this approach, a set of characteristic measurements
are extracted from tne original pattern anc classification
is dene by partitioning the measurement space into regions
of pattern classes, using dec isior functions derived from
pattern samples. Clustering transformations can be used on
the measurement space in order to cluster the Lcints
representing the same pattern class. Such a transfer nation
will maximize the mean-square cistance Let*, a en pattern
feints that oeloni to two different classes and minimize the
me
an- square aistance oetween pattern points of th*: same
class.
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Alternatively, properties of patterns like moments,
projections and cross-sections, can be used as
characteristic features, ano suitable similarity functions
can be chosen for classification.
2.2.1 Feature Extraction -
The basic idea of feature extraction is to obtain
unique information representing the pattern from the gray
level in the pattern at different points.
2.2.1.1 Methoc Of "cments -
In the method of moments used Dy Dudani, et al [Dud 77]
for recognizing aircraft, the picture under study is divided
into cells, and the second moment is computec for each cell.
The second moment (variance) is defined as the sum of the
products of vertical and horizontal positions of gray levels
in a given cell. A pattern then can be represento by
monents. Moments will be the same for identical patterns
anc different for dissimilar patterns. By observing the
values of the moments, it can be determined whether the gray
values are spread out horizontally cr vertically, however
this method is inadequate for describing structural
information of complex patterns [ L _ c ? 3 1 .
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2.2.1.2 Projection Profiles -
A gooc ide3 of how the gray levels in a given regior of
a pattern are distributee can oe obtained ty examirinj the
projections of the catterns in various directions. The
projections in x ana y directions are given ty:
j=i
A set of projections in a sufficient numoer of directions
contains enough information to reconstruct the Picture. For
objects having higher gray levels trap their oackgrounds,
;j e _ k _s in projections can indicate locations of major parts
of objects. This is especially true when t n _ image is
normalized to contain only G
'
s and l's. This method, then,
shoulo oe well suited for character recognition. Song [Son
35] and Li ILi S3], used Fourier descriptors of orcjection
profiles in horizontal and vertical eirectiors as features
for Chinese character recognition. A very high success rate
w3s obtained due to the fact that the characters were
corrposad mainly of vertical and horizontal strokes, and the
projections represented these components very wall. In
adcition, the positional invariance of the characters was
achieved by deriving the i-ourier cescriotors, and stroKe
width correction was applied usinj the convolution technique
of the Fourier transform.
In this thesis the projection profiles of lelugu
characters in four directions namely, horizontal, vertical,
-45 a i
k< +4s degree, were used as features. A combination of
the four sets cf features yielded unique characteristics.
TELuGU CrAKACTcr- - E C C
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Details of this method are described in chapter 3.
2.2.1.3 Cross-sections -
More detailed information about the arrangement of gray
levels in a region can oe obtained cy examining the
cross-sections in various directions (e.g., the
cross-section in the x-direction is the function f(x,y') for
a particular value of y'). For a binary image matrix with
only Zs and 1
'
s , the cross-sections will si ruly oe. the
numoer of distinct sequences of runs of l's. Figure 2.4
shows an example of cross-section values in horizontal
cirection for numerals U through 9 . Figure <_.:> illustrates
the cross-section values of a Tamil character. Peaks in the
cross-sections correspond to object parts. Comoarisicn of
cross-sections of different pictures can give useful
information aoout object shape in terms of how the peaks
shift, expand, shrink, merge and split.
uutta [Out 7 4] used the change of runs of l's in
horizontal and vertical directions to derive 'events', 'half
events'
etc. in the recognition ot handwritten characters.
Siroir oney [Sir 7 b] used the frtouecy of runs of l's in
columns and rows for recognitior of printed Tamil
characters. The -fcthoc is lescr ibf c celo*:
The pattern matrix is examined column oy column and the
nuiroer of runs of l's is noted for each column. This gives
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the consecutive occurences of the same numbers. This
condensing procedure sncrtens the string considerably and is
equivalent to a sort of thinning procedure. Similarly, the
matrix is examined row by ro and another ccndensed string
is fomed. The condensed strings will oe the same for
identical patterns.
The same method was enhancec to incorporate the
relative lengths of the pattern segments. As in case of
earlier method, the number of l's is notea. In this string,
any one numeral may occur in consecutive positions. Short,
Tecium and loiv^ runs are formed depending cn the number of
consecutive positions of the same numeral. For example, if
the ienath of the pattern matrix is, say, 12, then 1, 11,
111, will form a short run; 1111, 11111, 111111 will form a
medium run and the rest will form a I o n j run. This was
called the symbolic run method and gave unique
representations for Tamil characters [Sir 78].
The symoolic run method, however, is very sensitive to
individual differences of handwritten characters since small
variations in writing can cause large variation s in
cross-sections. however, this method seems to wcrk very
well for patterns with horizontal anc vertical strokes and
ith certain connectivity oroy.rties. For this thesis, the
condenseo run method was examined in detail fcr the
recognition of telugu cnracters, and the details are
described in Chauter 3.
TELUGC cHAt-AcTF- Zt cGrlTIC 1^
2.2.2 Classification Methods -
Mathematically, thp problem of pattern classification




functions. Let HI, * 2 ... , w rr be designated as
'm'
pattern classes to be recognized. The pattern space, then,





which encloses the pattern points in a class. The
recognition problem can now be viewed as that of generating
the decision functions, d 1 ( X ) , d2(X), ... ,dm(X>. These
furctions are scalar and single-valued functions of pattern
X . If d i ( x ) > d j ( X ) for some i anc for some j = 1,2, ...m,
iOj, the pattern x belongs to pattern class *i. In other
words, if the ith decision function, di(X), has the largest
value for a pattern X, then X belongs in wi. Such an
automatic classification scheme using a decision -making
process is illustrated conceptually in Figure 2.5.
[ne decision functions can be generated in many ways,
dependiny on a priori knowledge about the patterns to be
recognized. aayers classification rule can be used if the
probability density aistricution functions are Krown [Fu
76b].
Some of th? more commonly useo decision functiors are:
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(2). minimum distance classifier,
(3). piecewise linear ciscrininant functions
(Nearest neighbor)
(4). polynomial discriminant functions.
Another method of pattern classification is to use the
concept cf distance functions [Tou 74]. One way cf
estaalishing d measure of similarity oetween pattern
vectors, is by determining tneir proximity. For example, as
shewn in Figure 2.6, it is intuitively obvious that X
belongs to pattern class Z, solely on the basis that it is
closer to the patterns of this class. However, it might be
difficult to classify Y into either pattern class based on a
measure of the proximity of this pattern to a class. The
method of pattern classification by distance functiors works
Getter when the oattern classes tend to have clustering





A similarity measure or dissimilarity measure gives a
numerical value to the notion of closeness or cist a nee
oetween two objects. The choice of a similarity function
depends on the ease of comouting and its capacity for
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2.2.3 Learning
-
With the linear classification functions described in
section 2.2.2 , perfect recognition is possible with correct
values for the coefficients or weights. However, in
practice, these values for the weights are usually not
available. under such circumstances, the pattern classifier
car have the capability of estimating the best values for
the weights fro>T> the inout patterns. The basic idea is
tiioti by observing patterns with known classifications, the
classifier can automatically adjust the weights to achieve
correct recognition. The performance of the classifier is
suppose; to improve is >nore and more sample patterns are
applied. This process is called learning or training.
For each characteristic of the pattern, in initial
ei^nt is assiqneo. Tnis weight is increased if its
characteristic lean to correct recogntion and decreased
otherwise. The weight adjustment can be done by a fixed
increment or by an appropriate fractional ccrrelation rule
IFu 7fcbJ .
In the early pattern recognition system used oy Uhr
[Uhr b 3 ] , the recogntion proceaure utilized weights or
amplifiers at various levels. The recognition orocecure
involved tahiru tne difference oeteen each characteristic
cf the input pattern and the standard dicticnary pattern.
These differences were then weighted by the corresponding
pattern jtlI ilitTSi and then * e i o n t e d a j, a i n _ y oener j|
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amplifiers representing the q v er age of oattern amplifiers
across all patterns, * h i c n finally oroauced a weighted
average difference between the input and the dictionary
patterns. This average differnce was multiplied by a final
average difference amplifer to octain a difference score.
The pattern * i t h the lowest difference score is selectee as
the correct standard pattern.
After a pattern was recognizee, the pattern amplifiers
in those patterns that nad difference scores less than or
only slightly aoove the difference score f cr the correct
pattern, are modified. Tue correct pattern * -j s compared
with each of the si Hilar patterns in turn. Each
characteristic was examined individually, and a
determination made as to whether the correct pattern would
have been chosen if the choice had oeen made on the basis of
this characteristic alone. If this cne cnaracteristic would
have identified the correct pattern, then the correspencing
amplifier was turned up by one. If it would have identified
the wrong pattern then the amplifier was turned down by cne.
If a pattern had a higher difference score than the correct
pattern, then the amplifiers were aojusted only in the
incorrect pattern. Otherwise, amplifiers ere adjusted in
both patterns.
A simplified method of adjusting the weight factors was
used in this thesis ano is describee in Chapter 3 in detail.
Tt-LUCU ZhkAcZ .C'jMik 'age i )
2.3 Syntactic r'.etnods In Pattern kecognitior
In some pattern recognition proolems, the structural
information that describes each oattern is important. In
the case of picture recognition or scene analysis, the
patterns being classified are usually quite complex and
require a large number of features, hence tne number of
descriptors will be large. It becomes impossible to regard
each descriptor as defining a class. Consequently, the
requirements of recognition can be satisfieo only by a
description for each pattern rather than by the simple task
of classification. Some Isnau^ge scripts like aevanagari,
Telugu and Chinese, with thousands o r character., fall into
this category.
Une met hoc of representing the heirarchical
(tree- like)
structural of each pattern is to describe the pattern in
terms of simpler subpatterns, with each simpler subpattern
a g 3 i n described in terms of sven simpler subpatterns, etc.
The simplest subpatterns selected, called "pattern
primitives,"




structural description of patterns in terms of a set of
pattern primitives and their composition opearations is
^uirf.tiiivs called a "pattern description
language."
T h a rules
governing the corrncsition of primitives intc patterns are
usually specifiea by the % r a m rr a r
"
cf the pattern
description language. After each primitive within the
pattern is identified, the recognition process is
T _ L U G U c H A i- A C T _ '.
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accomplished by performing a syntjx analysis or parsirg of
the
"sentence"
describing the given pattern to determine
whether or not it is syntactically (or grarratically) correct
with respect to the specified grammar. In addition-, the
syntax analysis also produces a structural descripticn of
the sentence representing the given pattern (usually in the
form of a tree structure).
J i~\e various relations or comoosition operations defined
j;ron; subpatterns usually can ce expressed in terms of
logical ano/or mathematical operations. For example, if we
cnoose
"concatenation"
as the only relation (composition
o aeration) usee in describing > a 1 1 e r n \. , then for the pattern
primitives shown in Figure 2.7, the rectangle shewn in
Figure 2.8 would oe represented by the string 'aaactccccd'.
vore exolicitly, if * e use
"?"
for the he.a u-to-tail
concatenation operation, the rectangle in Figure 2.6 would
be represented by the string 'a+a+a+b+b+c+c*c+d+d' and its
corresponding tree-like structure would be as shown in
Figure 2.9. Similarly, a slightly more complex example is
given in Figure 2.10 using the pattern primitives jiven in
Figure 2.7.
An alternative representation of _ pattern's structural
information is j "relational < r a o n
"
. In using p. relational
graph for pattern description, one c^n ircluca any relation
tnat can oe conveniently determined from the patterr. Note
that (1) concatenation is t n e only natural operation for
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closed loops whereas a tree cannot, tnerefore, graphs can be
used to express richer cescriptiors than trees. However,
the use of tree structures does provide a direct way to
adapt the techniques of formal language theory to the
problem of compactly representing and analyzing patterns
containing a significant structural content (Fu 76], whereas
graphs do not provide a direct way of analyzing the
structural content of a pattern.
A labeled graph aporoach was used to represent the
structural anc connectivity information of strokes in the
Tamil script for handprinted character recognition by [Chi
o 0 ] . In tnis approach, the characters were assumed to be
domposed of line-like elements, called primitives (Figure
2.11a), satisfying certain relational constraints. Cirected
labeled graphs are used to describe the structural
composition of characters in terms of their primitives and
the relational constraints satisfied by them. For example,
the nodes of the grapn in Figure 2.11c correspond to the




' n Figure 2.11b. A
junction can either be an end point of a primitive or a
point where two or more primitives Teet. The label and
direction of an edge represent the primitive joining the
junctions named by the end nodes of the edge. For anlysis,
tne jraph of a letter is represented by a connectivity
matrix. The recognition algorithm uses a topological
matching procedure to compute and maximise the correlation
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identify derived symbols. An excellent recognition rate was
obtained by using method.
2.3.1 Linguistic Pattern Weccgnitior Syst ems
A linguistic pattern recognition system general
consists of three major phases: preprocessing, pattern
description or reoresentation, and syntax analysis, as shown
in Figure 2.12. The functions of creorocessinc include:
(1) pattern encoding and approximation, and (2) filtering,
restoration and enhancement.
In the preprocessing unase jn input pattern is first
coceo into or approximated by some convenient form for
further processing. For example, a b 1 ack-an c-wh i t e picture
can be coded in terms of a grid or matrix of G s and l's,
diic a waveform can be approximated oy its time samples or a
truncated Fourier series expansion. Data compressior is
often appliea at this stage to make the processing in the
later stages of the system more efficient. Then, techniques
of filtering, restoration and/or enhancement are used to
clean up noise, to restore tne degradation, ano/cr to
improve the quality of the coded or approximated patterns.
The output of the preprocessor, then would ce patterns -ith
reasonably "good duality". E:<ch pre processed pattern is
men represented by a sentence-line structure, e.g., a
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The pattern representation process consists of: (1)
pattern segmentation, ano (2) primitive (feature)
extraction. Each pre processed o a 1 1 J r n is segmented into
subpatterns and pattern primitives based on prespecified
syntactic or comoosition operations and, in turn, each
sutpattern is identified with a : i v e n set of pattern
primitives. taoh pattern is then representee oy a set of
primitives with specified syntactic operations. The
decision on whether or not the representation (pattern) is
syntactically correct (ie. eel onus to the class of patterns
described by the given syntax or grammar) will be performed
oy the syntax analyzer or
"oarser"
. The syntax analyzer
usually can produce a complete syntactic description of the
pattern in. terms of a parse-tree, provided the pattern is
syntactically correct. Utherwise, the pattern is eitner
rejected or analyzed on the oasis of other given grammars,
which presumably describe other possiole classes of patterns
unoer consideration.
The simplest form of recognition is "template
matching". The string of primitives representing the input
pattern is matched against strings of primitives
representing each reference pattern, and the input is
classified in the same class as the reference pattern which
is the
"best"
match. '*ore complex recognition rrethods
involve a complete parsing of the input string exploring the
corrplete heirarchical structural description of the pattern.
The selection of appropriate approach for recognition
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usually depends on the proolem requirement.
Obtaining a grammar that describes the structural
information about the class cf patterns under study requires
a grammatical inference machine which infers a grammar from
a given set of training patterns in language-like
representations. This is analogous to the
"learning"
orocess in statistical pattern recogniticn systems. The
structrual descriotion of the class cf patterns under study
is learned from the actual samole patterns fro'i that class.
The learned description, in the form of a grammar is then
used tor pattern descriotion ana syntax analysis.
Practical applications of linguistic pattern
recognition include the recognition of English, Chinese ICha
73], and Oevanagari characters ti>ir 79], spoken digits,
mathematical expressions And 66J, the classification of
bubble-
chairber and spark-chamber photographs CSna t>ti] [Bha
72], chromosomes and finger print i .rages [Co a 75], and the
identification of machine parts [V_m 73J.
An excellent example of the use of the linguistic
method is PLANG, a language descricing e v a n a y a r i script
(Sin 831. This script consisteo of characters with
vertical, horizontal anc cursive strokes. The patterns are
aescrioed in a nattern description language for recognition
ano analysis.
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A sentence in PLANG aescriceo a two-dimensional pattern
in terms of primitives and composed macros specifying their
relationships with respect to various regions of the picture
frame or in terms of subpatterns operated by a frame
function(s). A partitioning fucntion was assurrec which
partitioned the picture intc nine equal regions as shown in
Figure 2.13. Every partitioned region could oe oartitioned
further to get finer
'regions'
oy recursively applying the
partition function on a partitioned region. The urion of
regions could be defined by using the U operator. A
sentence in PLANG was representee as the outcome of a
frame-function'
operating 00 on a list of
'frames'
or
another PlaNG sentence. Two or more picture frames could be
combined in a desired manner to mane 1 larger picture frame,
or an original picture frame could be transfer ne a to a new
picture frame in a desired manner utilizing a set of
frame-functions. Two frame functions narrec
'superimpose'
(denoted by
' * ' I and
'append'
(denoted oy *.*) were used for
Oevanagari script. HP.Z (horizontal line), VERT (vertical
line), LTD (left-going diagonal), w TC ( r i gh t-co i n 3 diagonal),
CURVE (arbitrary curve passing through specified re iiors in
that order), and uUT (a dot) are selected as the primitives,
and were illustrated in Figure 2.13. Compostion of the
Oevanagari character kRAIn and itj PLAr.G description are
.,iven in Figure 2.14.
LT
1
1 MT ! RT





Fig. I. Partitioning function.
(MM MBA)
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Fig. 3. Primitives.
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((.(0 0 0 0) (0 .45 0 ,45))((KRA ((LM) U (RB)0))(AI ((LT) U (RT)Q))))
((KRA(R))(.((KA(R))(LTD(MM R) (LB R)))))
((KA (R)) (.((HRZ(LT R)(RT R)) (VERT(MT R)(MB RECURVE (MM R)(RM R) (RB R)) (CURVE
((MT MM) U (LB MM)R) ((MT LM) U (RT LM)R) ((LM LM) U (MM LB)R) (MM LB)
U (MT MB)R) ((MT MM) U (LB MM)R)))))
((AI(R))(.((CRL (LT R))(RTD (LT R)((MB) U (RB)R))(CRL (MT R))(RTD (MT R) (RB R)))))
((CRL (R))(.((CE((MT) U (LB) R))(DE(MT) U (RB)R)))))
((CE(R))(CURVE (RT R) ((MT) U (RB LT)R) ((LM) U (MM)R)((MB) U (RT LB)R)(RB R)))
((DE(R))(CURVE (LT R)((MT) U (LB RT) R) ((RM) U (MM) R)((MB) U (LT RB)R)(LB R)))
(coordinate- of lower left corner or picture-frame height width)
End
D^\/ov.vv.Cva'vrv_ C^o^^\-C.CcrL
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A PLANG description for all synools of the script were
stored. A local feature extraction operation was performed
in which every point of tne pattern was assigned a label
depending upon the local property it exhibited with respect
to its neighooring points. The local properties included
wnether the point in question forrrea the part of a vertical
line, horizontal line, rignt-going diagonal, left-gcing
diagonal or do not care. These labels were used by a goal
oriented top-down parser for primitive recognition. In
Figure 2.1b, a hierarchic representation of the PLANG
description for the symbol KA is s n o w n . The parser looks
for tne fr^me function and Iocks for the appropriate
primitives in the pattern. If it is successful, the parser
moves on to other suotrees towards the right. If, at any
stage, the goal is unsuccessful, a penalty is enterec and if
the penalty exceeds a preset threshold value, the carser
picks up the description of the next probable syrrbol.
Contextual information about the script helpea acnieve
a recognition rate of more than SO percent.
2.3.2 Selection Gf Pattern Primitives
-
The determination of primitives with which tne oat tern
of interest may be described is largely irfluencea cy the
nature of the o a t a J there is no general solution for the
primitive selection problem tFu 76]. The primitives should
serve as oasic pattern
elements to (.rovide a corrpact out












Fig. 6. (a) Thinned patlera. (b) Labeled pattern.
KAIaj)
< n n vERTn n "nn
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Fig. 8. Parsing tree for symbol "KA".
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structural relations (e.g., tne concatenation relation).
The primitives should be easily extracted cr recognized by
existing non-1 inguistic methoos, since they are considered
to be sirrple ana compact patterns and their structural
information is not important. For example, for speech
patterns, pnonemes are naturally considered as a
"good"
set
of primitives with tne concatenation relation ICho ti] .
Similarly, strokes have been suggested as primitives in
describing handwriting [fcde bl]. however, for general
pictorial pat terns, there is no such universal picture
element.
Freeman's chain code [Fre blJiFre b 2 ] is j common set
of primitives used to descrioe the boundaries or skeletons
in a pattern. In this scheme, a rectangular grid is
overlaid on a two-dimensional patter r and the straight line
segments are used to connect the grid points falling closest
to the pattrn. Each line segment is assignee an octal digit
according to its slope. Patterns are thus represented by
chains or strings of octal digits. Figure 2.16 illustrates
the primitives and the codec string descricing a curve.
Si rr pie manipulations like rotation, expjnsion, measurerrent
of curve length, and determination of pattern
self-intersections can be easily carried out. < r o k e and
Wiley IKno o 7 J ind Feder IPed t.Z used this 'net hod tor
uescrioing hand-printed characters.
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A set of primitives encoding geometric patterns in
terms of regions has been prooosea by IPav 6 5 1. In this
case, the basic orimitives are halfp lanes in the pattern
space. It can be shown that any figure (or arbitrary
polygon) may oe expressed as the union of a finite number of
convex polygons. Each convex polygon can, in turn, be
representea as tne intersection of a finite nunber of
halfplanes. By defining a suitable ordering (a sequence) of
tne convex polygons composing the arcitrary polygon, it is
possible to o e t ermine a unique minimal set of maximal
polygons, called a crimary subset, the union of which is the
i_h I v e n oolygon. As a linguistic analogy, i fijure can be
thougnt of as a 'sentence', tne convex polygons composing it
as
'
w o i d s ,
'
and the halfplanes ^ s 'letters'. A more general
selection procedure cf pattern primitives based on regions
was proposea oy s<osenfield and Strong [Ros 7 1].
Another form of representing polygonal figures is the
use of primary graphs IPavl 7 2 1 I P a v 2 721. The primary graph
of a polygon A is one whose nodes correspond to the nuclei
and primary subsets of A, and whose branches connect each
nucleus to all the primary suosets containing it. An
example is given in Fi jure 2.17. Primary subsets anc ruclei
of polygons approximating the f iiures are shewn in Figure
d. i / i (shaded areas are nuclei). Primary ; r a o h s for the
corresponding polygons in Figure 2.17a are given in Figure
2.17b. This form of representation provides information























Coded siring of llie curve 7600212212
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represented by graphs can oe forrrally aescribed by graph




2.3.3 Pattern Grammar -
Once the pattern primitives are selectee, the next step
is to construct a grammar that will generate a language to
describe the patterns under study. we will consicer two
classes of languages, namely, finite-state versus
context-free and context-sensitive. Finite state auotomata,
which are easy to implement recognize or accept finite-state
languages. However the descriptive power of finite-state
languages is weaker than that of context-free and
context-sensitive languages which require non-de t er rr i n i s t i c
parsing procedures. A precedence language may be used for
pattern oescription in order to obtain efficient analysis.
Cn the otner hand, a context-free programmed grairmar
generating a context-sensitive language may be selectee in
order to describe the patterns effectively.
As an example consider the language
which could be interpreted as the language describing




L is a context language anc can be generated by a
context-sensitive grammar or a context-free programmed
grammar as shown in Figure 2. IB.
The language
L={(fbnd,d"\n^{}





L is known as a context-sensitive language, and can be generated in the following
two ways.
























J-= {1,2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}
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Although many classes of patterns intuitively appear to
be context-sensitive, context-sensitive grammars have rarely
been used for pattern description simply because of their
complexity- Context-free languages have been csed to
oescrioe patterns such as English characters, chromosome
images, spar k- chamber pictures ISha btf], chemical
structures,
finger-
print patterns ana spoken digits [And
68]. Figure 2. IS a describes a context-free grammar
Gescrioing the cnron, csome images shown in Figure 2 . 1 S o .
In patterns using string grammars, the only relation
oetween subpatterns and/or primitives is concatenation; that
is, eacn sucp ittern cr primitive, can be connected only at
the left or right. Tnis one- dimensional relation is not
very effective in describing
two-
or three-dimensional
patterns like mathematical expressions, pictograms etc. An
attempt was maae to include more useful relations by [Nar
70]. As an example, T R I ANGLE ( a , b ,c ) means that a ternary
relation TRIANGLE, is satisfied by the line segments a, b




can be described by
Ao!JVE<ABUVt:(LEFT(3,LtFT( + ,d) ) , ) ,c)
where lEFT(X,Y) means that X is to the left cf Y. A grammar
clesci iomq tne houses in Figure 2.20a is shown in Figure
2.20t>.
V^= {(submedian chromosome), < telocentric chromosome), (arm pair).
(left part), <right part), <arm>, <side>, <bottom>}
VT= \
and
ft l m }
P: <submedian chromosome) - <arm pair) <arm pair)
<telocentric chromosome) -? (bottom) <arm pair)
<arm pair) -? <side> <arm pair)
<arm pair) -> <arm pair) <side>
<arm pair) -? <arm> <right part)
<arm pair) -? <left part) <arm>
(left part) -* (arm) c
(right part) -? c (arm)
(bottom) -? b (bottom)
(bottom) - (bottom) b
(bottom) -? e
(side) - b (side)
(side) -* (side) b
(side) -* b
(side) - d
(arm) - b (arm)









O IC3 t_ a) Submedian chromosome and b) telocentric chromosome
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[Sha 701, by attaching a
'head'
(hd) anc tai I ( 1 1 )
to each primitive, has used the four binary operators +,X,-,
ano * for defining binary concatenation relations between
primitives (Figure 2.21). Each pictorial pattern can be
representee by a 'labeled or anch-or i en t ed
graph*
or
relational graph, nere nodes represent subpatterns or
primitives and branches denote (binary) relations (Figure
2.22). Fecer [Fed 71] has formalized a ' p I e x
'
grammar which
generates languages with terminals having an aroitrary
number of attaching points for connecting to other
primitives or sunpatterns. Pfaltz and Rosenfield have
extended the concept of string grammars to jramirars for
labeled grapns called
'webs'
[Pfa 711. Each production
aescribes the rewriting of a graph A into another graph B
anc also contains an
'embedding*
rule E which specifies the
connection of B to its surrounding graph (host web) when A
is rewritten. Here, the terminals or primitives are
represented as vertices in the graph.
2.3.4 Syntax Analysis As Recognition Procedcre
-
After selecting the appropriate pattern primitives ana
their suitable pattern gramirar representing the
concatenation relations of the orimitives, the next step in
syntactic pattern recognition method wouIg be to perform
syntax analysis. Syntax analysis or parsing is necessary if
a complete description of the input pattern is required for
recognition. As mentioned aoove, finite-state automata
hd














_* u ; ". hd
hd(u,b) = hd(u)
tl(a._<) = 11(a)
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The following grammar will generate sentences describing houses
G=(VN,VT,P,S)
where
^N= {(house), (side view), (front view), (roof>, (gable),
(wall), (chimney), (windows), (door)}
KT=




(window) -03, (windows)-- ((windows), 03)
(chimney) - ?.(chimney)- Q
(wall)-?, (wall)- O door>, ? )
(wall)- ((windows), | |)
(gable)-A. <gable>- [ ((chimney), A)
(roof)-W (rooO- i ((chimney), y\)
(front view)- { ((gable), (wall))
(side view)- | ((roof), (wall))
(house)- (front view)
(house) i ((house), (side view)).
The notation
(X, Y) means that X is to the right of Y,
O (X, Y) means that X is inside of Y,
O (X, Y) means that X is inside on the bottom of Y,
I (X, Y) means that X rests on top of Y,
('
(X, Y) means that X rests to the right of Y.
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recognize or accept finite-state languages. If a class of
patterns can be described oy a finite-state language, a
finite-state automaton can then be constructed to recognize
the strings or sentences describing this class of patterns.
when a context-free language is used to describe a
class of patterns, the corresponding recognition device is,
in general, a non-deterministic pushdown automaton. The
output of the syntax analyzer usually incluaes not only the
aecision of accepting the string generated by the given
grammar, tut also the derivation tree of the string, which
in turn, gives the complete structural description of the
pattern.
2 .4 Descriptive Characteristics Of Telugu Characters
The telugu alphabet, with more than 2CU0 characters,
consists of vowels, consonants, and consonant vowel
coiroi nations (C-v letters), and combinations of consonants
ano/or C-V letters (conjunct consonants). There are 16
vowels (Figure 2.23a) and 36 consonants (Figure 2.220). A
vowel following a consonant takes on a different graphic
form called a 'vowel
sign*
[caj 771- Vowel signs
corresponding to the vowels in Figure 2.23a are sho*n in
Figure 2.23c. The vowels anc consonants combine to torn 57tj
oifferent C-V letters. The C-v letters are formed oy adcing
vowel signs to consonants at approoriate places. Figure
2.23d snows some C-V letters obtained ty conic in in j the first
consonant in Figure 2.23b with all the vowels. Similarly
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the characters shown in Figure 2.2ie are obtained using the
ninth consonant. It is clear from the above description




appropriate places over certain "basic-letters'*. The basic
letters ana build- primitives are shewn in Figure 2.23f and
2.23g, respectively.
C-V letters and consonants may be combined in many
different ways to produce thousancs of different characters
called 'conjunct-constants'. In general, one C-V letter and
one or nore of the consonants combine to form a conjunct
consonant. Conjunct consonants * i t h more than one consonant
are very rare. If such cases are excluded, a conjunct
consonant will consist of two components. The first
component, called the "main component", is a C-V letter.
The shape and location of the second component depenos on




substituted to form the second component ( F i g ur e . 2 . 2 3 i ) . In
some cases, the corresponding consonant (without the first
vowel sign) is written oelow tne main component; some
examples are illustrated in Figure 2.23J.
c .t> Previous work In
Recognition Uf Some Indian Scripts.
kajasekharan and Oeekshatulu txaj 77] have successfully
usea structural
methods for the recognition of Telugu
characters. Considerable worn was oone in recognition of
1 23 A 5 a -7 S s
& s s n o x, eotra
1> " '2- "* I* '5 16 I? f$
iq _-o a 22- 25 24 3,5
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other Indian language scripts like Jevanajari, Bengali and
Tamil. Siromoney and Chan dr a sekha r an [Sir 78] used a
condensed run method for recognizing printec Tamil
characters. A labelled graph representation for Tamil
characters was used by Chinnuswamy [Chi 8C1 . Sinha [Sin
79] used syntactic approach and a picture language to
oescribe the build primitives of Oevanagari characters. A
knowledge basec system was developed later on to recognize
words in the Uevanagari script [Sin t 4 ] . A generalized
formal approach for description anc analysis of major Indian
languages was proposed by Datta LL.at 1 5 ] . A combination of
Structural anc statistical methods fcr recognition of Tamil,
P a I a y a I a m ana 0ev3nagari scripts was attempted by
Chandrasekharan [Cha 851. Ray and Chaterjee [Ray o 5 ]
designed a classifier for Bengali characters Daseo on
nearest neighborhood technique. A character recognition
system, based on the contextual information in composing the
Tamil characters, was developed by Chanar-isekharan [Cha 31.
A heirarchical decision tree classification scheme is used
by Marwah et al [Mar 84], based on the fact tnat characters
in Oevanagari script can he constructed using certain basic
primitives. (Note: Bengali, Malayalam, Tamil and Telugu
are regional languages in Inoia and have their own
Distinctive scripts. Oevinajari script is used for
languages like Hindi, vl a r a t h i , Sanskrit etc.)
2 . t> . 1 keccgni tion Uf Telugu Characters Using Structural
Methods -
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After a careful analysis of the Telugu characters, it
can be found that all the possible Telugu characters can be
realized by superimposing certain primitive shapes over 25
basic letters. Based on this observation Rajasekharan et al
LUaj 77] devised a two-stage recognition system. In the
first stage, a liven pattern was examined for tne presence
of primitives. If they were found, they were removed from
the given pattern after their presence was noted. The
primitives were looked for in the character in a cefinite
order since some primitives occluue others. Also, the
search for a particular primitive was lirited to a
particular region of tne pattern. After the removal of the
primitive shapes, the remaining basic letter *as recognized
using an
on- the- I ine coding procedure. Overall recognition
cf the given characters was accomplished by using a cecision
tree which made use of the primitives and basic letters thar
were present in the input pattern, and contextual
information for composing the characters.
A block diagram in Figure 2.2<t describes various
subsytems of the Telugu character recognition system. The
digitized images were segmented tc seperate composite
characters into basic character primitives. A histogram of
the number of figure points present in each row of the inout
cittern was usea for this segmentation. In a Dinary pattern
of O's and l's, figure points were represented by l's and
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Noise was removed in two phases. In the first phase,
if the number of figure points in the 8-neighbourhood
(Figure 2.25) of a background point .as greater than 5, the
corresponding point was filled with a figure point. In the
second phase, if the number of figure points in the
8-ne i ghDour hood ot a figure point was less than <i , then the
cor r e spona i ng point was removed. The thinning algorithm
developed by Deutsch [Qeu 72J, was then used to extract the
skeleton of the image.
The sequential template matching procedure makes use of
a directec curve- tracer which traces a thinneo-line pattern
by choosing successive points in cne of the allowed
directions. The set of allowec cirectiors is an ordered
subset of the set of eight principal directions (Figure
2.2t>). Let the eight principal directions be denoted by Nx
= (1,2, ...8}. Let R = LR1,R2, .. .RT>, wnere 1<=T<=8, and Ri
belongs to Nx, K=i<=T. The orcered set, called the
T-tuple, specifies the allowed directions in which the
tracer should move. At any point, the tracer looks in the
allowed directions in the order in which they are listed in
the T-tuple and moves to the first cntraversed figure point
encountered. In this way, successive points a r e chesen to
trace the line pattern using a T-tuple. As soon as the
tracer meets a situation at which there is no untraversed
figure point in the allowed directions, it rrakes use of the
next T-tuple given and traces the pattern. For example, the
T-tuples Fl=07,b> and D1
=L3,5,4} are sufficient to trace
KinUl priuciruil dii-uclioii..
Ro.2.25 Kx:uii|iIim of |ial.U'ii_< I Intl. rim Imi Iniml lifting tin- 7'-hi|ili>x A'l iiml l>\. L.'^'u. 7_0
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anc recognize the line patterns in Figure 2.2b. The tracer
starts at x and continues up to y using the T-tuple Fl. At
the point y, the tracer does not fine a figure point in the
allowed directions specified in Fl. Hence the tracer gets
the next T-tuple DI ana traces the pattern. At point z,
tracing is stopped.
This method is not affected by variations in size,
stretching or saueezing of the line patterns in the
horizontal or vertical direction, and is impervious to
rotation to a certain extent. however, this method has to
oe aided by other facts like the relative lengths of line
segments traced by Jifferent r-tucles, the region of
operation of the tracer while using a T-tuple, the relative
positions of end points anc junction points, etc. Alsc, the
ordering of the directions in a T-tuple should be done with
great care. Figure 2.26 shows a build primitive, the
T-tuples used, and a flow diagram to direct the tracer.
For recognition of the basic letters, an
'
on-the-cur
ve- t rac ing
'
procedure was used [Raj 72]. This
method involved coding the character in the form of a string
of T-tuples by tracing the character along pcints in it. An
appropraite set of T-tuples was chosen to trace the pattern
frcrr \ set of selected points, like an end point, junction
point, top left point, bottom left pcint, tcp right pcint
etc. The code represented by the sequence of T-tuples was
very compact.
(Figure 2.27). A dictionary of codes for the
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length of the curve segments, etc. The code of the test
letter was compared with the codes in the dictionary, and a
SOX recognition rate was obtained.
It can be seen from the description given in section
2.4 that Telugu is a complicated but structured script which
has many curvilinear components. kecognition of similar
Indian scripts by [Sin 79], [Chi 80], [Cha 83], and
recognition of Telugu characters by Rajasekharan and
L eeksnatulu [saj 77], suggests that syntactic or structural
methods will be the most appropriate method for Telugu
character recognition. Vs i t h this view in mino, syntactic
nethods ana pattern languages in particular were examined
for this stuuy. It was observed that a pattern description
language, similar to PLANG, suggestec by [Sin B 3 J -culo be
required. However, such an implementation would be complex
and time consuming. Thus this thesis was directed towards
statistical methods. The details cf the relevant theories
anc algorithms employed in this thesis are described in
Chapter 3.
cFAPTER 3
RELEVANT THEORIES AND CONCEPTS
3.1 Relevant Theories And Concept s
In this thesis, the decision theoretic or
classi f icatory approach was usee for recognition of Telugu
characters. Figure 3.1 describes the functions of the
recognition system, which basically consists of two parts,
dnalysib and classification. t>nelysis consists of feature
selection using projection profiles and cross-sections, and
adaptive learning to train the system. Classification
consists of feature extraction and Discrimination using a
similarity fucntion.
This chapter contains a detailed description of the
various methods of feature extraction, adaptive learring and
classification functions used in this study.
3.2 FEATURE SELECTICN AND EXTRACTIUN
The following methods of feature selection were usee in
this study:
1 : Application of FFT to the projection profiles
H Cross-sections or column and rcw runs
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4: Condensed cross-sections
5s Condensed cross-sections after noise removal
The same methoas were applied for feature extraction also.
3.2.1 Projection Profiles -
The projection profiles of an image can be obtained by
summing up the grey values in a given direction. For a
binary image (black and white), this simplifies to counting
the number of clack dots (representee as l's) in a given row
or column. Peaks in projection profiles can indicate the
locations of najor Tarts of the object. Projection profiles
can be generated in cifferent orientations namely rows,
column, left diagonal and right diagonal. For Chinese
characters, Oevanagari script 3nd Tamil characters, which
have more horizontal and vertical strokes, the horizontal
anc vertical projections are more useful. It is not clear,
however, how useful these will te for Telugu characters
which consist of a lot of curves. It appears that the
diagonal projections could be more helpful in this case as
they woula contain information of the curvilinear
components.
Figure 3.2 explains d i agr am a t i ca I I y , the methocs of
oataining the projection profiles. For a given hx\ matrix,
there will oe IN vertical, N horizontal and 2 N ciagonal
projections. In case of diagonal projections, however, only
the center N lines were considered, i.e., the corner
triangles witn sides N/2 X n/2 were omitted. In particular,
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the top left and bottom right triangles were omitted for
right diagonal projection, and the bottom left and tcp right
triangles were omitted for the left diagonal projection.
This reduction was done for the following reasons:
1. The size of diagonal projections would be N, for
an iNxN matrix instead of 2N.
2. Most of the useful information is usually contained
at the center of the picture, hence the corners can
oe cmrritted.
3. *Jhen both projections are considered, the corners
omitted by the right diagonal are included in the
left
diagonal and vice-versa, without loss of information.
[he algorithms for obtaining projection profiles in
various directions are described below:
For a binary pattern matrix PAT(NXN):
HORIZONTAL: HSUfU i ) = PAT( i , j ) , i = 1,N
VERTICAL: VSUM( i ) = PAT ( j, i ) , i = 1 ,N
LEFT DIAGONAL: LEFT(i)
= PAT(i,j), k = (j-i)+f\/2
RIGHT (JIAGO'n'AL: RIGHT(i)
= PAT(i,j), = <j*iMN/2
tFVk 3-3 .PPuj-ecTICnj pwOFH-E-. C-iV'G)- Fi'K cz/
o**<
-0xji1"iii11i222222 22223333 3333 53444^4 44^44




8 OOOO OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 00GOCOoOOOuOODiiOOOuC 0
9 OOOOOOOOOOOO OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO JO OOOOOOOOOOuOOOoOuOuOoOuOonoOOOoOOO 0
10 OOOOGOOOOOOOGOOOOOOOOOGOQOi -OlOOOOOOoOoOOOOOGDOOwOoOoOOOOOuOOOGO
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14 OOOOOOOOGOOOOOOOOOoOollllUlOU 111OOOOOOoOiUliUliloOuOOOOOoOOO 2.2.
15 OOOOOOOOoOOOOOGOOOCOGUlOOOOOOlUlOOOOoOollloOOOllHlOoOoOOOOOOO i5
16 OOOOoOOOOOGOOOGOOOGOlUOOOOOOOOUllOOOOOollOoOOOOllHOuOGOOOGOOO ,3
17 OOOOO OOOOOOO OOOOOO 001 llOOOOOoOOOillOOOoOlUOOOOOOOUi J OOOOOOuOoO 13
18 OOOOOOGOOOOOOOOOOOOllllOOOOOOOOOlliOOOOlllOOOOOOoOH 11 oooooooooo \4
19 OOOOOOOOOOOOuOOOOOOUllOOOOOOOOOlliOOOOlllOOOOoOoOolll OOOOOOOOOO i2>
20 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOUliO OOOOOOOO iliOoOulilOOOOOCOOGOUG 00 OGOGOOO )2_
21 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOlllllOOOGOOOOOlllOuOOlilOOwOOOwOGOltlOoOoOuOOO j^
22 OOOOOOO OOOOOOOOOoOl 11 11 loOOOOOOOUOOOOOlllOOOOOOuOOOillOOOGOOOOO iA
23 OOOOOO OOOOOOOOOOOO 1 1111 1 0 0000001 i 0000001 11 OOOOOOOOOO IUOOO0O0O0O K
24 OOOOOOO OOOOOOOOOOO 1 101 11 OOOOOOO 1 1 OOOOOO 11 1 00 OOOOOOuOlllGoOoOoOGf1 I'D
2b OOOOOOO OOOOOOOOOOO 1 101Hi 00001 11 00000001 1 1 OOOOOOOOOO 1 1 iOoOOOoOOO 1-5
26 OOOOGOGOGOOOOOGOOOllOlilllllllllOOOOGOollloOuOOOoOoOOJlOOnoOOOQO js,
27 00 OOOOOOOOOO 00 oOOlllGOlllllllllOOOoOuOOUlOOOOOOOOoOOl 100 0000000 17
28 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOllOOillHlllOOOCOOoOJllllOoOGOOOoOO] lOuOuOOOOO 16
29 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOoOllOOOOlllllOOOOCOOyOOliliOOOOOoOoOlllOoOoOOOOO H
30 00000000000000000011 00 OOOOOOO 000 000OuOOOl 111 OOOOOOOO UiOOOoOOOOO =)
31 OOOOoOOOOOOOOOGOOOHOOOOOOOOOOullllllllliUllOOOOOoOiUOOOOOoOoO 17
32 ooooooo 00 00 nooo 00on 000 000 000 001 111 llllll 1 1110000 Oo 01 11 00 OOOOOOO 17
33 OOOOOOOOOOOOoOOOOOilOOOOOOOOOOOliUllllllUOOOGOoOoOllOriyOOOOOOO 16
34 OOOOOOOOOOOnOOOOOOlllOO OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOtJOoOoOoOOOOOOOilOOOOOOOOGO 5
35 OOOOOOoOOOOOOOOOOOlllOOOOOOOOO'jOOOOOOOOOoOOOOOOOuOOOilOOOOOOOOOO <5
36 0O0OOOGOCO0O00GO0O111O OOOOOOOOOOO 00OoOGOoOoOOOGOGOGli 1 uOOOGOGOGO :.
37 OOOOOOoOOOOOOOoOGOOlilOOOCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOoOOOOOOOOOGliloOOOOOOOOO 6
38 00OOOOOOOOOO OOOOOOolllOOOOOO 00 OOOOOO JOOOuOoOOOOOoOiUOOOoOoOOOoO 6
39 OOOOoOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOlllOOOOOoOjOOOOOoOOOoOJOjOOOOOHiOOOOOoOOOOO G
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Figure 3.4 shows the projection profile values for
character 'gp*. As it can be seen, the prcjections in the
horizontal direction are nothing out the total number of l's
in that row. For example, the projection for row 1G is 3
ano for row 11 is 6. Vertical projections for columns 18,
19 and 2o are i, 16 and 12 respectively.
3.2.2 Cross-sections Or Runs: -
Just like projections, c r o s s- sec t i on s can give an
inoication of the characteristics of the pattern. For a
binary image, where black dots are represented by l's and
white spaces represented by O's, a cross-section in a given
cirection is given by the number of distinct sequences or
runs of l's.
The cross-sections are computeo using the following
algorithm:
For row runs:
FOR I = 1 TO kCWS
ROfcRUN(I) = G
FOR J = 1 TO COLUMNS
IF PATTERN( I , J ) = 1 THE in
IF PATTEkN( 1-1 , J) = 0 THEN
START * \E *UI\
kUWRUN(I) = kJV*RON(I> + 1
The column runs can be obtained in a similar way.
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The number of column runs wilt te equal to the number
of columns and the number of row runs will be equal to the
number of rows. This basic set of feature measurements will
be unique for each character. For the current study, the
first and last four run values were omitted as it was
observed that they were mostly zero's, obtaining a reduction
in number of features from 64 to 56.
The row and column cross section values for character @P
are shown in Figure 3.4. In row IC, there are two runs of
l's, one starting at column 27 and the other starting at 30.
The length of the run is not considered here; cnly the
number of runs is important. In ro- 11, there is only one
run of l's starting in column 26. Similarly, in column 20
there is a long but single run of l's, starting at row 18.
Column 29 has three runs starting from 11, 2c and 45.
The column run for this character after deleting the leading
and trailing C's is :
1112223333333343332222 32 23332222 22 2211
and the row run is:
21223444444 44 4554444333322222222222222L11
Typically, the row and column run
values jre represented





CQLUMtf AND ROW CRCiSS-SECTIOrt VALUES FOR TtiLUGO CHaP-ACIKk 'AA'
Illllllll4.222222222233333333334444444444555b5b5b5b66666
1 234567 8 90 I234b67 8 90123456 7 89012 34567 8 90 l 2345678*01 234567 8*0 1234
5 ooqoooooqoooqoooqoqoqoooooqoqoqoooqooooooogooooooOooooqogoqooooo 0 P
6 oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooouooooooooooooo 0 Z
7 oooooooocooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo 0 P-
8 oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooc 0 ^
9 oooooooooooo oo ooo oooooo OOOOOOO 000 00 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 0
10 OOOOGOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOQOHOIOOOOOOOOOOOOOOGOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 2
11 00000000000000000000000001 HIHOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOGOQOOOOO 1
12 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOlllllllllOOOoOOOOOoOlllllOoOOOOOOOOOOOOO 2
13 00000000000000000000011 111 lllliUOQOOOoOOOlHllUUOoOOOQOoOOOOO 7
14 OOOOOOOOCOOOOOOOOOoOolllllllOUlllOOOOOOoOililililllOOOOOOOOOOOO 3
15 00000000000000000000011 lOOOOQOllllOOOOOOolllOOOOlllUOGOOOOOGOOO 4
16 0000000000000000000011 10000000011 llOOOOOollOoOQOOUHOOOGOOOGOOO 4
17 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 1 11 OOOOOOOOO! nooooomooooooo ll 11 OOOOOOOOOO 4
18 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOllllOOOOOOOOOlllOOOOlllOOOOOOoOHil OOOOOOOOOO 4
19 OOOOOOOO 000 OOOOOOOO 1 11 10000000001 lioooomooooooooouioooooooooo 4
20 00000000000000000001111000000000111 OOOOUIOOOOOOOOQOIIGOOOOOGOOO 4
21 0000000000000000001U110000000001 1100001 HOOOOOOoOOOlllOOOoOoOOO 4
22 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOllilllOOOOOOOOllOOOOOlllOOOOOOyOoOil 1000000000 4
23 oooooooo oooooo OOOO 1 11 111 00000001 iOOOOOOlllOOOOOOOOoOlUOOOOOoOOO 4
24 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 11 01 11 00000001 lOOOOOolllOOOOOOOOoOl 11 OOOOOOOOO 5
2b 0000000000000000001 101 11100001 11 000000011 100 JOOOOOOOIIIOOOOOOOOO 5
26 ooooooooooooooooooi 1011 111 11 11 110000000 llloOOOOOjOoOOll OOOOOOOOO 4
27 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOlllOOlllllllllOOOJOOOOlilOOOOOOOOoOOl 1000000000 4
28 ooooooooooooooooooi 1 001 111111100000000011110000000000] 1000000000 4
29 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOI 10000111 llOOOOOOOuOOliHOOOOOOOoOl 11000000000 4
30 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOI lOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOuOOOHilOOOOOOOOUiOOOoOoOOO 3
31 OOOOoOOOOOOOOOCOOOllOOOOOOOOOOOUllllllUllllOOOOOoOlliOOOOOOOOO 3
32 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOI 1000000000001 11 UlllllUllOOOoOoOlliOoOOOOOOO 3
33 oooooooo OOOOOOO 000 11 000 000000001 111 llllll HOOOOOuOoOl 10000000000 3
34 ooooooooooooooooooi UOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOoOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOx 10000000000 2
3b oooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooonooooooooGO 7
36 oooooooooooooooooonioooooooooooooooooooooooooooooou 10000000000 7
37 OOOOOOOOOOOO 00000001 ll OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO ll 1000 ooo OOOO 2
38 oooooooooooooooooooinoooooooooooooooooooooooooooomooooouooooo 7
39 ooooooooooooooooooooiiioooooooooooooooooooooooooooiuoo ooooo oooo ?
40 QOQOQOOOGOOOOOOOQOOOIUIOOJOOOOOGOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOGOIIOOOOGOOOOOQO ?
41 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOiliUOOOOOOGOOJOOOOOOOvOOOOOolilOOOOO OOOOOOO 2
42 QOOOOOOOOOOOQOQOOOQOOllllOQOOOOOoOOOuOOOOOoOOOOOOllOGOOOOOOOOOOO 7
43 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOllillOOOOOOOuOOOOOOOOOOOOOHOOO OOOOOOOOOOO 2
44 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOUIUOOOOO OOOOOOO y OOOO 00 HOoOOOOOOOOOoOOO 7.
45 oOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOlUHOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOoOUlOoOOOOOoOOOOOoO 7
46 oooooooooooooooooooooooooiiiiiioooooooooooooiiuoOGOoooooooooooo 2
47 000000 00000 0000000000000001 UlUllOOOOvJOjOHlliOoOGOOOoOGOOOGOOO 7
48 oOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOlilillllUHllUllOOOOOoOGOOOgOuOOOOO 1
49 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOlllillllUllOOOOOoOoOoOOOOOOOOOOO 1
50 00000000000000000000000000000001 llllllllilOOOOOOoOoOOOOOOOoOOOOO 1
51 00000000000000000000000000000000000 oo ooooooooooooooooooooooooooo 0
52 oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooouooooooo 0
53 00000000000000000000000000000000000OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 0
54 oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo JOOOJOOOjOuOOOOOoOoOGOOOoOOOOOoO 0
55 oooooooo ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo OOOOOOOOOOOOO 0
56 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOwOQOoOQOOOO OOOOOOOOO 0
000-00000000001 11 2223333333343332222322333222222221 lOOOooOOGOuOOO
COLOViM RUN VALOR
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The condense cj column-run string is formed by retaining
only one digit in each run of that digit in the
corresponding column run. Tn i s can be cone by simply
scanning the string ana replacing a strirg of successive
duplicate entries by a single entry. The condensed row run
is obtained in a similar way.
From Figure 3.4, the full column run for character '^>'
i s
Ill22z33333333433322223223332222222211
anc its condensed run is
12343_32321.
This is obtained by replacing the first 111 ty 1, 222 by 2,
3J3333 3 3 by 3, <? oy 4 etc.
Similarly the row run is
21223444444444554444333322222222222222111
ano its condensed run is
2123454321.
The advantages of using condensed runs are:
(1). Condensing is a kino of thirrin j process.
(2). Trie condensed strings will be inaepencent of the
thicKness of the letters and tne proportions cf the
b i a n r y niuge.
(3). They require less storage space. ( r educ t i on from t4 to
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abou t lc ) .
(4). The condensed run strings can be unique, qualifying
the rr as good features for reccgnition.
(5). Easy to compute.
(6). A simple string comparision function can be used for
classification.
3.2.4 Noise Removal In Condensed Strings -
'.oise removal algorithms can be applied after the
condensed runs are obtainea. The method usee in this thesis
is derived from Siromoney ISir 1 i ] and involves removing
solitary occurences of any numoers from the condensed runs,
since sucn occurances are often due to noise genearated in
digitization. A perfect example is shown in Figure 3.4 in




at this position -ina
the resulting gap is generated by noise. Because cf this,
now there are two runs of l's, 11 anc 1, though it should
have a single run of 1111. This can create variations in
cross-sections ana lead to rejection by a reccgnition
algorithm. This is a case of an isolateo occurarce of a
run. It can be seen that if the gap is filled, it will oe
consistent with the subsequent runs, but it is very
difficult to know whetner filling the gap would be useful or
culc create nore noise. It was chosen ir this thesis to
eliminate such occurances as it was very simple to
implement. Another example is at row 21 and column It.
There is a single 1, (or a blacn dot) in comparison to its
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immediate neighoor column 1^, which has a nn of lergth 16.
This is obviously generated oy noise and should be
eliminated. This method of eliminating isolated occurances
of runs usually eliminates spurious features being
considered. However, there is a possibility that important
information could be lost.
Noise removal can be implementec with the help of a
count field associated with each value in the cencensed
cross-section. In the first step, the cencensed
cross-section is ootained along with the the number of times
a numeral occurs in the full run. In the second step, a new
string is formed by deleting all the elerrerts from the old
string with a count of 1. As a last step, the list is made
unique oy merging successive elements of the same value, and
.j doing up their counts.
From Figure 3.4, the full column run for character
'@J'
i s
111222 333 3333343332222322 33 32222 222211.
Its condensed run is
12343232321
mc its count array is
j38 134 12 3 82.
This is obtained by replacing 111 oy 1, and setting the
count to 3, replacing l22 by 2 and setting the count tc 3,
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repalcing 33333333 by 3 ana setting count to 8, etc. It can
be observed that there are two isolated occurances for 4 and
3 with a count value of 1. After removing these two
numerals, the run values are 123322321 with associated
counts 336342382. Now, successive runs of 33 can be merged
to a single 3, and runs of 2 2 to a single 2 by adding their




2.3 Magnitude Spectra Using Fourier Analysis
Numerical properties of projections, such as their
one-Gimensionsal moments (Fourier coefficients)* can be
useful as object descriptors. Fourier analysis is a general
purpose prooleir solving tool that uses a transforx technique
from space domain to frequency comain. Thi_ is of
particular significance to character recognition because the
magnitude spectra of a character will be in frequency
domains ana are independent of the position of the
cnaracters. That means that the character can be shifted
(but not rotated), and the Fourier descriptors still will be
essentially the same. This is sometimes referred to as
spa tial in variance.
The other advantages of using Fourier
transforms (FT's) are
that they are simple to use ano they
provide excellent cata
recuction. ,1any
transforms give N descriptors for N input
values. Cnly N / 2 values need oe
consicerec because cf the
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symmetry property of the FT. Even further reduction can be
obtained by observing the frequency spctrum and eliminating
the less significant components (Zri 78], [Son 5], [Per
773 , [Sta 76],




where: F ( w ) = the frequency transform
r(x) = the function to oe transformed
w = the freouency v a r i n c I e (e.g., radians /second)
x = the spatial variable ( e . a . , time in seconcsl
j =sqrtof-l
Tne transfcrm F(w) is in the complex domain ana is oerfcrmed
using complex aluebra and integration. The aosolute value of
F(w) is defined as:
t-
!F(w)J = F * ( w ) F ( w )
To calculate JF(w),, we can use the interpretation
!F(w)Z = Ze F(i)}^* L I m F(w>}-
where
Re F(w = I^WG**-^
-CO
ir f ( ) = r
j*^ s ivv Clfix>^
To finally arr^rje these equations into a structure
suitaole for computer
calculations consider fi = f(xi) to
represent the ..\j13 value from an
experiment or an equation
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at position xi. For simplicity we assume the data points to
be equally spaced, that is xi+1 - xi = delta x, a constant.
le can also consider fi to exist only over the interval
xl to xn. Outside that interval, fi will be defined to be
zero. Combining the above considerations into a
programmable form, we have:
i
*-
The magnitude spectrum is simplylJF(wj)! .
This equation is the oasis for computer calculation of
the Fourier transform of the function representd by { f i > in
this thesis.
In this thesis, the Fourier transforms were use a -ith
projection profiles and cross-sections.
3.4 Learning Algorithm
A self adaptive learning algorithm was used in this
thesis to train the system, with oifferent sarrples of data so
that the various characteristics could be absorbed into the
system. This algorithm is a simplifiec version of that used
o y Uhr and
Vossler [Uhr c3] which a. i justed the weights
associated with each feature and the values of the features
themselves. This method is independent of the values of the
features themselves which
facilitated using the same
learning method for
features extracted from different
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techniques. This met one of the objectives of the thesis,
to study various features ana see which one best describes
the character. In this study, learning was usea with
features obtained by Fourier transforms of projecton
profiles ana cross-sections.
The learning algorithm is as follows.
Each character has a set of feature measurements, called
typical values, stored in a dictionary. The number of these
typical values depenas on the methoa of feature extraction.
For each character there is a weight associated with each
typical value. Initially, all the weight factors are
initialized to 3 constant value (say bC). The choice of the
initial weight factor is important because its value should
be neither too low nor too high after learning. The
following steps are followed for each feature set to adjust
the typical values and weights associated with them.
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1. Initialize the weight matrix
2. Input one sample character per standard character to
the system.
3. For each input character, adjust the weights of the
features
of the appropriate characters by comparing the
sensitivity or ability of the features to differentiate
different characters.
For the kth character, then:
FCR J = 1 TO NUfFEATURES
FUR I = 1 TO NUC STANOARCCHAPACTEkS
IF TYPIcalVALUSa*PlE( J) - T Y P IC AL VALlE S TO ( K , J ) <
TYPICALVALUtSAMPLEf J) - T Y P I C AL V ALU L S TO ( I , J ) THEN
THE CORRECT STANOASD CHARACTER IS CLOSER TC THE
SAMPLE, SO PEwARC IT
WEIGHT(K,J) = W6IGHT(K,J) * GPTIMUM
nEIGhT(I-J) = HEIGhT(I,J) ? 0PTIMUP2
ELSE
THE CORRECT STANUARO ChARACTER IS NUT CLCSER





The values of CPTJ.iMU.Ml AN 9 OPT I "UK 2 are choosen in such
a way that G P T 1
1* U fi 1 > 3*0PTI:VIU.V,2. This selection nasically
prcvides a disctinction between important anc less irtpcrtant
features.
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At this point, after each learning phase, the system
can be tested and the performance of recognition and the
effect of learning can be studied.
4. The typical value is also adjusted to the average value
of all the samples so far. A COUNT is maintained, one for
each feature set. Its value is set to one at the time the
dictionary is prepared. After every learning phase,
its value is bumped by 1.
UCUNT = CCUNT * 1
TYPICALVmLUESTD =
( TYPICAL VALUESACPLE + ( TYP I CAL VALUES TC )*( COUNT-1 ) )
/ CCUNT
5. This learning process can be repeated for all
available sets of samples. Ideally, the larger the
numoer of samples, the oetter the chances of correct
recognition.
3.5 Classification:
The classification or assignment of the unknown input
to a particular pattern class is accomplished by using a
difference polynomial as a measure of similarity. This
method was based on the polynomial used by Zles Zil 3 u ]
for pattern analysis and involves the following steos:
1. Normalize weights.
normal izedweight = rawweight/averageweight
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where averageweight = sum of weights/number of terms
2. Compute the difference metric
totdif = sum of normal izedweight * cifference >
where difference =
! typ i ca I va I ues td - typ i ca 1 va I ue te s t !
When both patterns are identical, totdif will be zero,
otherwise its value hopefully will be minimal for the
correct standard character. Its value can te adjusted to
fall in the range of 0 to 1 if the typical values arc their
differences are normalized. These values also need to be
normalized if the r a n 3 e of typical values is high. In
eitner case, the difference metric with minimum value will
hopefully be the correct character, the next higher value
will be one tor the next closest character etc. Also, it is
necessary to normalize the weights, as they vary a lot
during adaptive learning.
This difference polynomial was used in this thesis with
the fourier descriptors of projection profiles and
cross-sections.
A simple string comparision function was usee with ccnoensed
cross-sections and cross-sections after noise removal.
The results of various metnoos of feature extraction anc the
atfact of adaptive learning eescrioec here wilt be discussed
in Chapter 5 .
CHAPTER 4
IMPLEMENTATION AND TEST PROCEDURES
4.1 Implementation And Test Procedures
The fucntional block diagram of the telugu character
recognition system is shon in Figure 3.1. The system
oasically consists of three parts: pattern analysis,
learning and recognition.
This chapter contains the description of the hardware
configuration usea and the software packages uevelcped for
tne study. The details of test procedures are also
oescr i bed.
4.2 Hardware Configuration
This study used two different hardware configurations:
an I8M PC for digitizing the characters and a VAX 11/78G for
performing the functions of pattern analysis and
recognition. The VAX computer system was selected so that
complex analysis and recogniton stucies could be easily
performed with large data sets.
A oi g i tal viaeo camera interfaced to an I <i
"i PC was used
to digitize images of the characters. The ci^itizec imajes
w
= r e stjrea on a floppy disk and transported to a VAX where
the pattern analysis and recognition functions were
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performed. Information aocut some of the availacle digital
video camera equipment can oe found in [Cia-1 83J, (Cia-2
831.
Figure 4.1 shows the details of the hardware
configuration. The equipment usee consisted of a cigital
viceo camera made oy SCNY anc a vioec monitor interfaced to
the IBM PC through an HS232 port. A powerful software
package supplied by I M A G E L A 3 was used to digitize the
characters. The charcters were written on 8 .5X11 inch
paper, 16 characters per oage, ano placed on a flat
backlignted toara. Another light source was projectd
cirectly from tne top. The picture was purposefully
overexposeo to get maximum contrast. A little screen on the
viceo camera was used to adjust the paper within the frame
of the video monitor screen. Figures 4.3 s h o s the set of
standard characters and the sample characters used f cr tnis
study can be founa in Figures 4.3
- 4.11. These samples of
handprinted characters were collected from three different
peop I e.
Once the image was digitizea anc frozen, several other
functions were performed. The image was edited to eliminate
any apparant noise around the characters.
The grey scales
tnen were adjusted to get maximum contrast and to nc realize
the values to C or 256,with
'J*
representing a white space
ana
'256'
representing a black spot. This was necessary in
order to eliminate noise generated ace to the texture and
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256X256 pixel size from the original 512X512 size, to get a
nice size of 64X64 bytes for each character. Finally, the
image was archiveo on the disk. Each page, containing 16
characters, was stored in a single unformatted file of 64k
oy t es .
Both standard characters and samples for learning were
digitized under the same conditions.
A second ISP PC connected to the VAX * a s used tc unload
tne image files. All the 6-fk byte binary unformatted files
cn the floppy were converted to VPS files of 129 records
with a fixed record length of 510 bytes. Format conversion
routines were built to extract the binary images of
incividual characters form these files.
4.3 Software Configuration
The software for analysis, learring and recognition was
implemented in FORTRAN 77. FURTRAN is a nice language for
scientific, and mathematical applications anc was selected
as the programming language, because it was easy to
implement the Fourier Transform functions. Tne EQUIVALENCE
statement in FORTRAN also came in handy for file format
conversions.
The software configuration of the character reccgnition
syteir is explained in the dataflow diagram in Figure 4.2.
Tht: circles represent software
functional rrocules with lata
flowing in and out of
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horizontal lines. In adcition to several test programs,
which were developed during the testing phase, the final
software basically contained five programs: DICTIONARY,
SAMPLE, LEARN, RECOGNIZE ANC CRUN. A list cf the functions
of the programs is given below:
DICTIONARY:
Prepares the dictionary of standard characters with
features extracted from the binary image file.
Reads the binary image file I 129 records cf 510 oytes).
For each of the 16 standard characters, computes
hor i zon ta I ,
vertical, and diagonal projections and their fourier
coefficients, computes column and row c r o s
s-
sec t i on s ,
and writes one record to per character to std.dat file.
SAPPLE:
Prepares sample data file with features extracted from
different samples for each stancard character.
r.eads the binary image file (129 records cf 510 oytes).
For each of 128 sample characters, computes horizontal,
vertical* and diagonal projections and tneir fourier
coefficients, computes column anc row cross-sections,
and writes one record to sample.dat file.
LEARN:
Uses the self adaptive learning method to adjust the
weights of the features of the standard characters to
absorb the characteristics of the sample characters.




to the values read from sample.dat file.
RECOGNIZE:
Classifies the test pattern accorcing to the dictionary
using a normalized weighted difference polynomial. The
correct character will have the minimum value of this
polynomial. The values of the polynomial for each
of tne six features is printed for each standard
in 6 for all i^ test characters.
cHN:
Lbt._ins cross sections of rows e n c columns, condensed
cross-
iccti n s ana u_ _ I i e s noise removal c r o c - u u r e .
I e -, t
A smalt scoset of 16 characters from well over 2 0 u 0 of
the Telugu characters was cnosen for this study- The set
included a variety of characters which are similar out
distinct. They were selected in such a way that some of
.
n i- m j h o u i _ j - <sy tor r ? c > g a i t i o n :: y ;_ r o j . : c
T i n r f i I ' -.
anc some by taking cross-section^. h i 3 u r e h . E> bro-. tne
dictionary characters and Figures 4.3
-
4 . 1 1 s n c *
handwriting Sjmpt.es or t n r a a d i f t
-
1
- r r ,^'ccl?, T . 1 - st n c. -. r
characters are numbered from 1 to 16 and the samples are
numbered from 1 to 12?. The characters '^'.',-s', '_-',
'^'
are





differ only at the top
right corners but are different ovels. The character '7V is
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characters. This data set, thus, is a small but
representative sample of most Telugu characters in that
there are both easy ano hard characters to recognize.
4.5 Test Procedures
A series of tests were performed to analyse the
recognition rte of the system with different methoas of
feature extraction and classification methods.
As discussed above, a dictionary of 16 standard
characters * a s prepared ana stored in a data file. A set of
_ samples for each stanaard character were also digitized.
Features were extracted using Fourier analysis of projection
prcfiles and cross sections.
The recognition was tested first without training from
samples.
a weighted linear difference polynomial, also called the
city
olock'
method (Did 7o], [cJI 80] was usee ds the
discrimination function. The same 123 samples which were
used for training the system were given as the test c a t a .
The next step in testing was to train the system with
cifferent handwriting samples. The learning
program was run
to train the system with
one set of samples, one fcr each
stancard character, and the
classification was tested. The
classification program printeu the values cf the
discrimination function. The results of classification were
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tabulated in a 'confusion matrix' which shows the systems
ability to discriminate different characters. The above
steps were repeated 8 times, in oraer for the system to
absorb characteristics of all the samples.
The results of these experiments are described in chapter
5.1
Another series cf tests were performed using cencensed
cross sections as the feature extraction method. In tnis
rretnod, the column and row run values were prepared for both
standard and sample characters. The discrimination function
was a simple string comparision function to compare the
values of the dictionary and test characters. The results
are printed in Figure 4.14. The confusion matrix was
prepared manually. The same test was repeated after
"scrubbing"
the data, le. eliminating solitary occurances




The objective of this thesis was to study various
methods of feature extraction for recognition of cursive
Telugu script. This chapter presents the discussion on the
results of various experiments. Topics for further research
are suggested in Chapter 6.
The binary image of each character was represented by
6 4X64 bytes. Each cf the projection profiles is representd
by o4 oytes, and the power spectra of the projection
profiles also have the same size. However, using the
symmetry propery of the Fourier transform, only first 32
values of the Fourier descriptors need be considerec. This
resulted in a compact representation of the feature set. In
aocition, from an examination of the magnitude spectra, it
coulo be seen that the lower frequency components are
dominant, and that the high frequency components are
insignificant. This fact could be used for further cata
compression of features but was not considered in this
study. In all, a total of 123 oytes were recuired to store
-all four sets cf features for a character.
The values of horizontal, vertical, left diagonal and
right diagonal projection profiles and their power spectra
are snown in Figure 5.2.
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The column ana row runs (cross-sections) were
representee by 64 bytes each. Frcm an observation of the
binary image, it was found that the outermost four lines in
both vertical and horizontal directions did not contain any
information, so without losing significant data, elements 5
through 5 o were selected as the features. This required 112
oytes of space for the two features. In later tests,
however, even further data reduction was achieved by taking
the power spectrum of the cross-sections and usino only the
most significant 32 values. Condensed runs required fewer
tnan 32 bytes, and further condensation resulted in even
fewer oytes.
The actual values of row and column cross-sections are
shewn in Figure 5.3 and their fourier desciptors are also
shown in Figure 5.3.
The dictionary of standard characters was prepared and
stored in a data file. Features of sample characters were
extracted in a similar way and the data stored in the
sarrple.dat file. The sample character set used for learning
was also used as test input.
The classification program was run with these test
samples, and the results
are tabulate.-) in what is called a
contusion matrix'. In this matrix, rows represent the
input character and
columns represent the recognized
character. Thus the diagonal
entries correspond to exact
matches. These entries would
have a maximum value cf o, as
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8 samples were used for testing each of the 16 standard
characters. A value Of <8 indicates incorrect
classification, and the mistaken character can be found in
the same row.
The recognition rate was calculated as the ratio cf the
sum of the diagonal elements to the total number of samples.
A summary of various test results is presented in Figure
5.1.
5. 1 Resui ts Of Test 1
The magnitude spectra of horizontal, vertical, left
diagonal and right diagonal projection profiles were used as
features in this test, and a recognition rate of 64/. was







which are confusing even to humans, were recognized
correctly by the system. The confusion matrix for this test
is given in Figure. 5.4
The system performed very well after the learning
phase, recognizing 96% of the characters. This suggests
that the power spectra of projection profiles can be used as
a good feature selection method fcr a cursive script like





system performed worse than its performance before learning.
This can be attributed to the fact that the samples are so
different that the original characteristics were acversely
af fected.
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5.2 Results Of Test 2
In this test, the cross- sections of rows ana columns
were used as features, ana a linear difference polynomial
was used for classification. As can be seen from the Figure
5.2, the values are very close to each other, naking
discrimination difficult. Only 20'/. cf the characters were
classified correctly, and the performance never seemed to
improve even after learning. A 20% recognition rate
ooviosly suggests that tne features are net very aistinct
ano unique.
A major contribution to the failure of this method is
the spatial variance of the characters, i.e., physical
displacement of the characters within a given frame. In the
Subsequent tests an attempt was mace to eliminate spatial
dependencies of the features of the characters.
5.3 Results Of Test 3
The magintude spectra of the column and row run values
were used as features along itn a discrimination function
method similar to the one used in Test 1. The magintude
spectra yielded unique features ana an excellent nit rate of
co/. uefore learning and 9 9 7. after learning. The Fcurier
transform eliminated the problem cf spatial depencencies,
while cross-sections
provided unique features, hence the
success ot this method.
See Figure 5.6 for the confusion
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matrix.
5.4 Resul ts Of Test 4
This was an improvement over test 2, in that the
conoensed values of column and row runs were used. This
method was used successfully by Siromoney ISir 78] for
recognition of printed Tamil characters and was was expected
to yield oetter results because the condensed runs have the
effect of thinning and characterizing the features. The
discrimination method was a simple string comparison. On
the average, column runs Droved to be more useful than the
row runs. The standard characters had unique values,
suggesting that this method coulo te successful. however,
the values of the sample runs appear to be affected greatly
oy the length of the curve, curvature of the curve and
relative position of the different segments of the curves in
the character. Also, after a close examination of the
values, it was found that there were a number of isolated
occurances of single runs, i.e., a feature occur ing only
once. In genaral this can be considered to be noise,
although it might contain useful features. Improvement can
be made by obtaining symbolic runs, removing noise, etc.
Figures 5.7 and 5 _ provide a comparison of now
condensed row and
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5.5 Resu Its Of Test 5
Noise was reduced for this test by eliminating isolated
occurances of single runs ot cross-section values. This was
done at the feature extraction stage, and the method is
described in section 3.2.4.
As it was observea in this test, the cisadvantage of
this noise reduction as that one may lose useful
information. This was observed to be the case where the
characters had a '/^ type of joint between segments.
This method yielded very poor recognition rates of 82.
No learning was attempted in this test, out training the




CONCLUSIONS AND FURThEk kESEARCH
6.1 CONCLUSIONS
This chapter describes the advantages of the various
character recognition schemes tested ir this thesis.
Suggestions on expansion and further o r k in t h i _, area will
also oe presented.
A character recognition system witn two different
methods of feature selection has been implemented anc tested
for Telugu character recognition. In the first method, the
projection profiles of the pattern, in four different
directions (vertical, horizontal, left diagonal anc right
diagonal) were taken ana the Fourier descriptors cf these
profiles were used as the characteristic features. The
system was trained using an adaptive learning algorithm so
that characteristics from different handwriting samples
could be absorbed. A linear difference polynomial was used
as the discrimination function. With the 128 samples of a
16 character set, a 64'/. recognition rate was obtained before
learning which improved to 9c/. after learning. The diagonal
profiles represented the information in the curvilirear
components of the characters and
in combination with
vertical and horizontal profiles,
this method yielced very
encouraging results.
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In the secona method, a nethod of obtaining
cross-section information in the rows and columns of the
pattern was used for feature extraction. The same linear
differece polynomial was used. A very low recognition rate
of 2C"/. was obtained. Improvements were trieo by obtaining
condensed cross-sections and doing noise removal etc., but
with little success. Finally, Fourier descriptors of the
cross-sections yielded excellent results of 82'/. recognition
rate before learning and 9?Z after learning. A comoination
of tne Fourier aescriptors of column and row cross-sections
provided unique r epr e sen ta i or of the characters under study.
o.2 FURTHER STUDY
This study used only 16 from a set of more than 2000
Telugu characters. An obvious extension to this stucy would
be to expand the test character set to induce more complex
characters and characters of different lengths.
This stuay yielded excellent results with Fourier
descriptors of column and row cross-sections. This can be
easily extended to cross-sections
of left and right
diagonals and should yield promising results since the
diagonals would represent features of curvilinear
components.
In this study, the use of conoensed cross-sections did
not yield encouraging
results. A more promising method
using symbolic
cross-
sec t i ons , usee by Sirorncney et al ISir
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78], is worth examining. In this method, the normalized
lengths of the various segments are maintained.
Another interesting and useful applicticn would be to
develop a Telugu script reader. This would require, in
aocition to recognizing individual characters, a way of
identifying a word, with contextual information. This might
require a knowledge base of rules to compose words and other
structural information.
Telugu characters contain many curvilinear components
anc are composed of a basic set of primitive symbols using a
regular structure. These characteristics suggest that
syntactic methods are more suitable for Telugu character
recognition [Paj 77J. As discussed above, these methods
were considered out rejected for this thesis. Employing
syntactic methods [Sin 83] would te another interesting
project.
As another project, an elcetronic fascimile reacing
system can be developed. This would involve compression of
the original image and its later regeneration. Fourier
descriptors of projection profiles could give a compact
representation of the image. For example, a 64Xt4 byte
image can be reduced to just 32 bytes. Ccnaensed
cress-sections can provide even more compact
representation
(< 32 bytes) and are much faster to
generate (no need to do
the Fourier analysis). It
might be possible to recreate the
original image from these compact
representations.
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The objective of the thesis was achieved oy comparing
various methods of feature extraction and discrimination.
The condensed-cross section method with no acaptive learning
scheme did not give encouraging results. However, excellent
results were obtained by using magnitude spectra of
projection profiles and cross-sec t i ens , with cross-sections
scoring slightly better than projections.
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